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60TH ANNIVERSARY OF BIRTHDAY OF PROFESSOR 
KAREL REKTORYS 
Ivo MAREK, JINDRICH NEÖAS, Praha 
On February 4, 1983, a prominent Czechoslovak mathematician RNDr. Karel 
Rektorys, DrSc, Professor of Mathematics and Descriptive Geometry of the Faculty 
of Civil Engineering, Czech Technical University, has reached sixty years of age. 
He is well known to the wide mathematical community as the author of numerous 
original papers published in foreign as well as Czechoslovak journals and, above 
all, as the author of several comprehensive monographs. The high repute Prof. 
Rektorys has gained by his books goes far beyond the hmits of our country and con-
siderably contributes to the prestige of Czechoslovak mathematics in particular and 
science in general. 
Karel Rektorys was born in the town of Plsek (South Bohemia) on February 4, 
1923, in a family of an official. He finished the secondary school there in 1941 and 
worked as a clerk at the post office till 1945, the Czech universities having been closed 
by the Nazis. After the liberation he entered Faculty of Science of Charles University, 
studying Mathematics and Physics. He graduated in 1948 and for a short period took 
a job as a mathematician in the research department of Skoda Works in Plzen. After 
two years oi military service. Prof. Frantisek Vycichlo recommended him to the 
Central Institute of Mathematics (now Mathematical Institute of the Czechoslovak 
Academy of Sciences). In 1954 he came to the Department of Mathematics and 
Descriptive Geometry, Faculty of Civil Engineering, Czech Technical University 
in Prague, whose Head then was Prof. Vycichlo, and has been member ot its staff 
until now. 
K. Rektorys obtained his RNDr. degree on the basis of a thesis dealing with the 
uniqueness of solution of the heat equation under non-continuous boundary con-
ditions. The CSc. (candidate of science) dissertation concerned the problem of 
hydration heat in dams (1956), while the topics of the dissertation for the DrSc. 
degree was the nonlinear problem of heat conduction in concrete massifs (1961). He 
was appointed Associated Professor in 1957 and Full Professor in 1964. 
Prof. Rektorys has held a number of important offices: let us only mention his 
membership in Chancellor's Advisory Board for Mathematics, in the Scientific Board 
for Mathematics of the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences, and in several other 
committees, editorial boards etc. He is leader and coordinator of important project 
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in applied mathematics of the National Basic Research Plan. For his outstanding 
scientific results, which are of great importance for the society, he was awarded several 
medals, prizes and honours, most recently the National Prize of the Czech Sociahst 
Republic in 1979. 
The first papers of K. Rektorys [1], [2] are devoted to problems concerning partial 
differential equations with noncontinuous boundary conditions. The direction of 
Rektorys's further research was influenced by his participation in computations 
concerning the construction of Orlik Dam. Papers [3]--[7] deal with problems of 
hydration heat from the theoretical view-point as well as from that of numerical 
methods. Particularly successful was the paper [5] where Rektorys proved global 
existence of solution for nonlinear parabolic equations, using the finite differences 
method. Paper [8] turned out to be particularly fruitful, initiating a number of re-
search papers and dissertations and forming the starting point for the recent seminar 
of Professor Rektorys. It has grown and ripened into a remarkable monograph [16] 
which will be mentioned in more detail later on. In papers [9], [10] Rektorys in 
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a sense resumed the research of the topics of his work from his very beginnings, 
studying the very weak solutions. Paper [12] is devoted to a generalization of Collatz's 
estimate of eigenvalues. 
Besides the papers mentioned, Rektorys contributed to numerous volumes, pro-
ceedings of conferences etc. Many essential results of his are contained in his research 
reports as well. 
The highlight of Rektorys's scientific activity is in his book publications. He was 
editor and main author of a book well known to our technical and mathematical 
public: Survey of Applicable Mathematics [21]. It appeared in Czech [20] in four 
editions. Its English version has become an official handbook in the MIT. The 
reviews in both mathematical and engineering journals spoke very highly of the book: 
"It is a unique survey" (Eng. Society Library, 1969); "Der Band kann nicht genug 
gelobt werden" (Archimedes, 1969); "A monumental work" (J. Opt. Amer. Soc, 
1969). 
Another extensive monograph [13] (English translation [14]) was an equal suc-
cess. It was awarded several prizes and its reviews were extremely favourable: "Der 
Verfasser hat es glänzend verstanden wir solche Bücher geschreiben sein sollen" 
(Jahresbericht der Deutschen Math. Vereinigung, Vol. 84). Its translation into 
German [15] will appear in 1983, a Russian version is being prepared. Almost all 
papers dealing with variational method include the monograph in their lists of 
references. 
The lifework of Prof. Rektorys, however, is his monograph [16], whose Czech 
version [17] will appear in 1983. This book is equivalent to a number of original 
research papers. It is above all thanks to this and the above monographs that the 
name of K. Rektorys has been one of the best known Czechoslovak mathematicians 
throughout the world. 
In addition to these extremely useful works. Prof. Rektorys is author or co-author 
of a number of textbooks and lecture notes, which demonstrate, together with his 
activity at the Technical University, that he is an excellent and devoted teacher, 
always ready and willing to offer advice and help. His friends have known him as an 
amiable companion, a man with good taste and knowledge of art, and an actives ports-
man. Taking into account Rektor>s's rich scientific and educational activity, his 
devotion, tact and personal charm, we get a picture of a prominent personality of 
Czechoslovak mathematics. 
On behalf of the Czechoslovak mathematical community, we wish Prof. Karel 
Rektorys good helath, personal happiness and many further successes in scientific 
research and educational activities. 
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